Spamming is the act of abusing an electronic messaging system by sending unsolicited bulk messages. Filtering of these messages is merely another line of defence and does not prevent spam messages from circulating in email systems. This problem causes users to distrust email systems, suspect even legitimate emails and leads to substantial investment in technologies to counter the spam problem. Spammers threaten users by abusing the lack of accountability and verification features of communicating entities. To contribute to the fight against spamming, a cloud-based system that analyses the email server logs and uses predictive analytics with machine learning to build trust identities that model the email messaging behavior of spamming and legitimate servers has been designed. The system constructs trust models for servers, updating them regularly to tune the models. This study proposed that this approach will not only minimize the circulation of spam in email messaging systems, but will also be a novel step in the direction of trust identities and accountability in email infrastructure.
Introduction
Before the growth, popularity, and widespread use of the internet, the telephone was the main medium for communication. The internet has changed the way that people communicate with each other and has led to the development of new communication services, such as electronic mail (email). Now it has become an integral part of the communications structure of many organizations and vendors. However, there is a downside, as malicious people abuse this "free" mail infrastructure by sending unsolicited bulk messages gains profit, or steals personal information or identities, causing damage to users. Such people have benefited from the lack of security and trusted identities built into the current electronic mail communication infrastructure that uses simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), which does not have the ability to verify the origin of emails at the user or mail server levels.
The current SMTP system is open for abuse, since any sender can falsify their identity and send any number of emails, containing any content they desire, to any recipient. This misuse of electronic messaging systems to randomly send unsolicited emails is called "spamming". At present, it is common for email users to find a high percentage of spam emails from unknown senders in their mailbox daily. Spamming has also introduced cyber fraud on the internet, through social engineering, most of which starts from an email from an untrusted source containing a URL that, when opened, compromises one's personal information. Spamming remains economically * corresponding author; e-mail: asimyuksel@sdu.edu.tr viable because spammers can manage their mailing lists at a low cost. Due to the minimal investment required by the spamming business, the number of spammers and spam emails has increased. This has resulted in a system in which every email has become a suspect, leading to substantial investment in counter measures, such as the development of spam filtering software, anti-spam software, the creation of domain name server black lists (DNSBL) and white lists, and analysis of spammer activities.
There has been extensive research on spam activities and its infrastructure. Reference [1] presented a study and analysis of global behavior of spammers using open mail relay sinkholes, and classified spammers into high-volume spammers (HVS) -corresponding to direct spammers -and low-volume spammers (LVS) -corresponding to distributed bots (compromised computers) in some botnets that send low-volume spam. In paper [2] the authors did an analysis on the economics and profitability of email spam marketing using botnet infrastructure, pointing out the high turnover on minimal investment in the spam business. References [3] and [4] revealed the existence of spammer network infrastructurebotnets, and how the network was expanded and kept in service. In Ref. [5] the authors investigated the spamming problem and utilized the distributed characteristics of botnet-based spam campaigns to generate email spam signatures for use in the fight against spam. In Ref. [6] the authors worked on email traffic patterns through a single mail server, including message sizes, senders and receivers that could be used to develop an email workload or benchmark for a mailing system. Reference [7] researched SMTP path analysis and presented a learning algorithm for estimating the reputation of email domains and associated IP addresses. In Ref. [8] they proposed a support vector machine (SVM) classifier model and introduced a machine learning-based web spam classification approach. In Ref. [9] the authors studied the problem of detecting review spammers by using contextual social relationships that are available in several online review systems. They developed a trust-based rating predication using social relationships, such as friendships and complements relationships, to compute the overall trustworthiness score for every user in the system. Their analysis showed that their trust-based prediction algorithm had a high accuracy and that there was a strong correlation between social relationships and the computed trustworthiness scores. In Ref. [10] the authors designed and implemented a system called TruSMS to control SMS spam. They evaluated the system performance in reaction to a variety of intrusions and attacks, demonstrating that their system was effective in terms of accuracy, efficiency and robustness. In Ref. [11] they proposed an online machine learning-based malicious spam email detection system. They used a term-weighting scheme to represent each spam email and created feature vectors as the input of the classifier. The learning was performed periodically and the classifier was updated. Their results showed that the spam detection system was efficient and accurate in identifying malicious spam emails.
Our goal for developing a solution to the spam problem is different from these previous studies. This research combines predictive analytics and machine learning techniques to build a cloud-based approach that analyses server logs and produces trust models to identify whether or not servers are trustworthy. Therefore, it relies heavily on email server logs that contain valuable information regarding email sending patterns, spam probabilities, IP blacklisting statuses, and virus statuses, which indicate strong trust relationships and improve prediction accuracy.
Methodology
The current "work-around" for the spamming problem is the application of spam filters on the mail server and/or client sides. Spam filtering used different techniques, such as white listing, black listing, and content-based filtering, or a combination thereof. Black listing is applied at the mail servers and is based on the IP domain published in the DNS blacklists, while white listing is mostly on the client side and is based on email accounts to which a user has given permission for receiving email. Spammers are always evolving and finding new techniques to continue their spamming business. They are always striving to stay ahead of anti-spam techniques, and so a shift in the research focus is required. This study designs a system that works through the cloud and combines predictive analytics and machine learning techniques. A prototype of the system, which runs on Microsoft Azure platform [12] and make uses of Azure machine learning to create and deploy behavior models of email servers for predictive analysis, has been developed.
Predictive analytics phase
Predictive analytics is the method of processing large amounts of data into a summary of the information that can be easily understood by humans. This method has been applied in many fields for predicting the outcomes of various events [13] [14] [15] . It applies advanced statistical techniques such as generalized linear models [16] or Monte Carlo simulation [17] and attempts to answer the question: "What might happen in the future?" In this case, the question becomes: "Which email may be spam in the future?" This approach has three basic elements:
1. The data: Historical data 2. The statistics: The set of mathematical techniques. As the first step, an email data set (6 months of logs) has been acquired from our department mail exchange repository. This has then been filtered using DNSBL and anti-spam filtering applications, creating two datasets. The first is the DNSBL list that contains "<times-tamp> <relay IP address> <OK|REJECT>". "OK" status means that the IP address has passed the DNS blacklist (DNSBL) check and is used for further spam analysis. "REJECT" status means the email did not pass the DNSBL check.
The second dataset, the anti-spam filter data log, contains "<timestamp> <relay IP address> <relay hostname> <autonomous system number> <probabil-ity|VIRUS>". Each email that passes the DNSBL check is passed through SpamAssassin [18] , an open-source anti-spam filter tool at the mail server that assigns probabilities between 0 and 1 based on the filtering rules. "VIRUS" status is assigned if the email contains a virus. The logs were manually analyzed and, by cross-checking with our dataset, the spam emails and "good" emails were separated. The filtered data was used to train and test our model. Finally, the "feature vector" was defined, which provides identifying characteristics for each email server. This study's feature vector is composed of features such as spam probability, DNSBL status, number of good/spam emails, number of virus emails, ASN, number of spams from host, number of other spammers in the same ASN, number of spams from host over all spams in the same ASN, life time of host, and burstiness of SPAM emails. A spam score is generated using this feature vector, indicating whether the email is spam or not. These features provide identifying characteristics for each email.
Using the underlying Predictive Analytics architecture, the outcome is the starting point. In this case, the outcomes are the emails that are previously known to be spam. The computers (Azure Cloud) are then taught to automatically uncover the factors that are driving this particular outcome (spam) and the predictive models are run in order to forecast future behaviors, outcomes, and trends of spammers. The result is a far more accurate predictive model that can automatically adjust itself and improve over time.
Machine learning phase
Microsoft Azure platform provides tools for machine learning. In these experiments, the two class boosted decision tree and the two class support vector machine (SVM) were used as spam classifiers. The decision tree is commonly used in data mining. It has the ability to create a model that predicts the value of a target variable based on several input variables. The SVM is a supervised learning model that has learning algorithms and the ability to analyze data for classification. Given a set of training examples, SVM can decide whether an email belongs to the "spam" or "good" email category. Separate datasets were generated to train and test the models. First, the data was split into training and test data. Then, the models were trained and evaluated. By using the Azure machine learning studio, we were able to try decision tree and SVM and compare our results. This type of experimentation assisted in finding the best solution to the study problem. The test data that resulted was used to score the trained models. The results of the models were then compared to discover which performed better. Figure 1 shows the architectural diagram of the system.
As seen in Fig. 1 , the log analyzer module receives log files as input and analyzes intervals of emails. The interval information is the difference between the time when the email address first received good or spam email and the time when the next good or spam emails are received. By looking at the intervals, the analyzer can formulate sending patterns for both good and spam emails. As a next step, the analyzer stores this information in the database and regularly updates it. The predictive analytics and machine learning module (PAML-M) runs periodically and receives recent data from the database. It then updates its model and the behavior of the servers, or assigns a new behavior if there is no behavior information from the new server. As a final step, the PAML-M identifies good and spam emails based on behavior information. If the mail is spam, it is not delivered and the behavior of the sender is again updated. If the mail is good, it is delivered, and again, the behavior information is updated.
Results
The sending patterns of each mail server have been analyzed on a daily basis and on month granularity. The results for a six-month period are presented in Table I . The first 5 hosts are known to be spamming servers. Therefore, our system identifies these servers as spammers and the emails are not delivered. The remaining servers are known to be sending non-spam emails. Therefore, our system identifies those servers as benign and delivers the emails. Additionally, the behaviors of mail servers were analyzed based on the frequency (interval) of received email messages. The aim was to investigate any correlation in the sending patterns of the servers; and show if the system is correctly modeling the behavior of servers. To achieve this, the Pearson correlation test was applied. This approach was used to find the correlation between the frequencies of email messages received from mail servers. Table II shows the results of the statistical correlation test for the top 7 servers that sent the highest count of spam emails. The ratio of (number of positive correlations)/(number of total correlations) shows that the servers have 76% similarity in their sending patterns. As shown in Table II , most of the servers have positive correlations, meaning that they have the same behavior. The false positive rate and the accuracy are the most two important parameters to measure the performance of spam classification. As can be seen from the results, the SVM method performed better than the decision tree method. Using more features may improve this performance. However, doing so would create a more complex network that would utilize more space and time.
Conclusion
This study proposes a new system that combines predictive analytics and machine learning techniques to overcome the spam problem. A prototype of the system has been developed on the Azure platform and the behavior of email servers has been analyzed. The results showed that spam volumes increase with the number of received emails and there is not a single domain that sends only benign emails. This suggests that spammer activity is distributed across domains. Even if the spamming domain is rejected, spammers keep on spamming, most probably through relay servers. Most spam goes through the DNSBL filter undetected, possibly because spammers are using dynamic IP addresses. This may also suggest that individual machines (bots) are compromised so that they easily pass the DNSBL filtering. The undertaken in this study analysis reveals that current methods to prevent and filter spam through DNSBL, white lists, and anti-spam filtering are not sufficient. The foundations have been laid for follow-up work on containment of spam through the introduction of different trust identities that will transform the current email systems into a more secure email infrastructure. Most of the spamming in the email infrastructure is coordinated out of botnet, proven by this studies' correlation of the burstiness of each of the spamming servers.
